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TOKOROZAWA: They may look good enough to eat, but
Japan’s mouthwatering food replicas are only for show as
restaurateurs compete for the attention of hungry cus-
tomers. They’re common sights in this food-obsessed
nation, with everything from sudsy beers and perfectly
glazed sushi to hamburgers and deep-fried pork cutlets,
known as tonkatsu, on display.

Making fake food is a craft that Noriyuki Mishima has
spent the last six decades perfecting. “I haven’t counted
but I must have made tens of thousands of these dishes,”
said the 79-year-old, as he painted a plastic roast of beef.
“The toughest thing is probably getting the color right.”
There are no complex machines or special tools at
Hatanaka, an eight-person firm in a Tokyo suburb where
veterans like Mishima see themselves as artists.  It’s just
simple cutting tools, paint brushes, airbrush guns, and
drying ovens at the little company with a “Fake Food
Hatanaka” sign out front.

They don’t use wax anymore-it’s durable silicone these
days-but the practice has otherwise changed little since
the first replicas were made in Japan about a century ago.
During the early 1920s, artists producing models of
human organs for doctors, were approached by restau-
rants to do the same thing for the food they wanted to
sell. The idea spread rapidly as eating out soared in popu-
larity and rural people flocked to the cities. Unused to
what city restaurants had to offer, the models gave coun-
try dwellers and locals alike a quick visual rundown of the
chef’s specialities.

‘Artist’s touch’ 
They’re also a handy point-and-order option for foreign

tourists in a country where most menus are in Japanese
only. “Photos don’t really give a sense of volume-the repli-
cas are the actual size so customers know immediately
when they go into a restaurant what to expect, even
before they’re served,” said Norihito Hatanaka, who runs

the family company which was founded in the mid-sixties.
Hatanaka doesn’t worry much about new technologies,

such as 3-D printers, taking over the food replica business.
“3-D printers cannot recreate an artist’s touch and it would
ultimately be more expensive because the materials are

pricey and you’d still have to keep painting them,” he says.
“It ’s a job for humans who have the creativity that
machines lack. They don’t know what is beautiful and
appetizing.”

For veteran Mishima some the hardest work is repro-

ducing raw products like sushi. “When it’s grilled fish, the
characteristic colors are easier to recreate,” he said. “But
creating the color of freshness-that’s tough.” Any food can
be recreated from a silicone mold, whether it’s a spongy
cake or sizzling hamburger. Each bit-bun, meat, tomato,
cheese-is made separately before they’re painted and
assembled piece by piece. The last step is a coat of varnish
to give food a glistening look sure to catch the eye of
peckish passers-by. But replicas don’t come cheap. A sin-
gle dish can cost several hundred dollars, so some restau-
rants rent food model sets by the month for upwards of
6,000 yen ($50).

Bacon headbands
Takizo Iwasaki - whose eponymous firm controls about

half the market in Japan-is widely credited for turning
faux food into what is now a $90 million business. It’s not
a growth industry, though. High-end restaurants shun the
idea of plastic replicas to display their dishes, and the
idea hasn’t caught on much outside Japan. But Mishima
and his colleagues-three twenty-something women-don’t
think replicas are going to fade into culinary history just
yet. “It’s been a childhood dream to make this fake food,”
said employee Asumi Shimodaira, as she worked on a
plate of inedible ravioli. For company president Hatanaka,
it’s the action models-like a spaghetti-wrapped fork sus-
pended in air-that are his favorite.

But the firm isn’t content to stick to old recipes. It is
pushing into new lines like fake food fashion acces-
sories, such as fruit earrings, fried egg rings, and bacon
slice headbands.  They also make pieces for those look-
ing for unique footwear, or fun window displays. One
pair of boots, covered in plastic toast and dripping with
fake ice cream and fruit sauce, can sell for 36,000 yen.
“We’re not satisfied just taking the orders from restau-
rants,” Hatanaka said. “We like to make original creations
too.” —AFP 

Japan’s ‘fake food’ more appetizing than the original

TOKYO: Photo shows plastic hamburger earrings made at the studio of Fake Food Hatanaka in
Tokorozawa, a suburb of Tokyo. —AFP photos

TOKYO: Norihito Hatanaka, president of Fake Food Hatanaka, introduces plastic food dishes at his
company’s studio in Tokorozawa, a suburb of Tokyo.  

TOKYO: Photo shows plastic strawberry earrings made at the studio of Fake Food Hatanaka in
Tokorozawa, a suburb of Tokyo. In addition to its staple of making fake food the company is pushing
into new lines like fake food fashion accessories, such as fruit earrings, fried egg rings, and bacon slice
headbands. —AFP

BAKIN KOGI: Dalami Tukura stands with
a long, hand-crafted musket slung over
his right shoulder next to his brother’s
freshly-dug grave, a mound of red earth
marked with a cross made of woven
grass.  The burly 40-year-old maize
farmer’s brother was killed just days ago
when suspected cattle herders attacked
his home in northern Nigeria. “He was
shot,” Tukura said, his voice hoarse with
emotion. “I want to protect my home
town and my entire family.” Tukura’s
defiance is increasingly common across
southern Kaduna state. For the past few
months, tit-for-tat attacks in the area by
mostly Muslim Fulani herdsmen and
Christian farmers have killed hundreds

in a bloody battle for land that shows
no sign of stopping. 

On February 19, suspected herds-
men descended on Bakin Kogi village at
dusk, firing guns, burning houses and
stealing mattresses, television sets and
food. Tukura’s elder brother was one of
seven people killed that night. In total,
26 people died in similar twilight raids
over the span of two days on neighbor-
ing vi l lages.  The latest  phase of  a
decades-long conflict over land has
claimed at least 200 lives since October
last year, according to conservative esti-
mates-more than those killed by feared
Boko Haram Islamists in the northeast
in the same period. 

The land wars have disrupted food
production at a time when shortages
caused by Boko Haram’s insurgency
have brought some areas of the remote
region to the brink of famine. Without a
national strategy in place, the tension
between herdsmen and farmers has
been building over the past year. Experts
blame a heavy-handed, militarised
response by the government, and incen-
diary comments from political and reli-
gious leaders for fanning the flames of
animosity.  Sola Tayo, associate fellow at
London-based think tank Chatham
House, said that with Boko Haram the
conflict “is a lot more clear cut, you know
the enemy”. However, the fact that the

land wars are “being manipulated by so
many different players just fuels vio-
lence”, Tayo added.

Law and order ‘breakdown’  
Most of the women and children in

Bakin Kogi have left. They have been
replaced by military and policemen,
who are now stationed in the village
and run checkpoints on the major
roads. The closest town, Kafanchan, is
under a 24-hour curfew. The village
reeks of smoke and the spiced honey
smell of ginger, one of the region’s sta-
ple crops heaped in charred piles
around the burnt houses.  Groups of
armed vigilantes hold meetings under

the cool shade of broad mango trees,
while others patrol the dusty dirt roads
on motorbikes. They look apprehensive,
but also resolute.  They have heard
another attack is coming. 

Nigeria’s President Muhammadu
Buhari-a Hausa-speaking Fulani Muslim-
has faced intense criticism for only speak-
ing out about the conflict following an
attack in December last year. He is now on
indefinite sick leave in London. Kaduna
State Governor Nasir El-Rufai’s response
has been to call in the troops and blame
“conflict entrepreneurs” for stoking vio-
lence.  El-Rufai announced early in
February a ramped-up security presence,
including two battalions and 10 mobile

units, as well as daily airforce surveillance.
But the politicians, who claim Fulani her-
itage, have struggled to convince the peo-
ple of southern Kaduna that farmers’
interests are being protected as clashes
continue to erupt. Meanwhile in Nigeria’s
largely Christian south, pastors and politi-
cians are calling for farmers to defend
themselves in the face of “rampaging
herdsmen”. “Neither the Kaduna govern-
ment nor the federal government are per-
ceived as impartial arbitrators,” Nigerian
political analyst Chris Ngwodo said. “It is
more accurate to see the southern
Kaduna conflict as a subset of a broader
crisis of state failure and the breakdown of
law and order.” —AFP

No sign of letup in Nigeria land wars


